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Education Excellence
& Innovation in the
Heart of Rome

Crossroads of Civilization
A place that for centuries has attracted persons, ideas,
innovative practices. A place where ‘An Italian Education’
meant stimulating the mind and stirring the heart –
and where today, is still the pulsating nerve center
where public policy decisions are crafted, international
managers choose to think big, where research is
conducted that impacts the rest of Europe – and the
world. It’s here where the foundations of laws and
modern democracies were laid, and where the Made in
Italy brand was launched – in everything from fashion,
tourism and cultural heritage to sustainability and a
digital revolution.
Luiss Summer University programs give you the
opportunity to study in a multi-cultural environment
that feeds the soul, with a wide selection of courses - in
English - for a cross-disciplinary education that fertilizes
the mind.
It’s here where you’ll share our passion for social sciences
as the keystone holding together our fast-moving
interconnected, digital world. And where you’ll get to
slow down to let layers of cultural heritage seep through
the soles of your feet and into your soul.
So come whet your thirst for knowledge, challenge
your critical thinking and stimulate your curiosity.
At Luiss, you’ll discover not only a love of learning
but a life large learning experience.
Luiss
Life Largelearning Experience

Summer University
Courses

Why Luiss?
Luiss Summer University offers 5 programs on leading
edge topics that combine academic learning with realworld experiences.
Our international faculty are experts in their fields,
many of whom lead research or have worked in
business, or consult for ngos or governmental agencies.
Additionally, Luiss boasts long-standing ties to Italy’s
business community, thanks in part to its affiliation with
Confindustria - Italian confederation of industries.
Students benefit from our privileged position to
experience first-hand the international business world,
engage in policy debates, or prepare communications
or legal strategies that inform today’s complex global
decisions.
Summer University students are an eclectic mix of
students from across the globe. Since its founding in
1977, Luiss prides itself on having built a hub for students
to bring their own unique perspective and share it with
others.
Today Luiss:
I holds agreements with 310+ universities
I offers 55 double degrees, LLMs,
Joint Degrees and Structured Exchanges
I is part of the prestigious QTEM network
I hosts 650+ foreign exchange students on campus
In short, Luiss provides the perfect inter-connected
learning environment for our interdependent world.

Summer Programs
-

International Management “Made in Italy”

-

The Politics of the Global Challenges

-

Frontiers in Finances

-

Digital Platform

-

Sport Management and Law

Who’s it for?
Luiss Summer University is open to students
interested in jump starting their university
experience, Luiss bachelor’s or master’s students or
students from other Italian Institutions who want to
enhance their personal profile by taking courses that
interest them, and international students who wish
to spend a summer in Rome.
Students will earn 4 CFU course credits per week.

Program Dates
The SUN programs run from 20 June to 22 July 2022,
with the specific dates of each course listed on each
course page.
Courses will be held on-campus in Rome
and will last 1-2 weeks, depending on the course.

More Info
You can visit summeruniversity.luiss.it or book individual
sessions with SUN staff to learn more about the program
and individual courses.

International
Management
and Made
in Italy

Management
Made in Italy:
Food, Luxury,
Fashion and Design
Course Overview
The summer program in Management “Made in Italy”:
Food, Luxury, Fashion and Design offers a criticalinterpretative path to fully understand the latest business
strategies of luxury and global players in sectors where
creativity, innovation and exclusivity are the key factors for
success. The program adopts a cross-industry approach,
analyzing the operational and innovation strategies
implemented by the main Italian companies in sectors
such as fashion, design, automotive, luxury yachts, hi-tech,
food and beverage. Emphasis will be placed on the actual
implementation of these strategies. The first week will be
focused on providing students with the tools of applied
“Made in Italy” theory while the second will be developed
around learning how these concepts are put into practice
in companies through a tour of company visits.
In particular, the second (experiential) week, set in the
main Italian economic and cultural areas of interest, is a
unique opportunity within the international scenario of
summer programs. The company visits aim to combine the
concepts of applied theory addressed during the first week
with business practices, creating a strong connection
between the academic and operational worlds, completing
the framework of the tools made available to students and
preparing them for a first interaction with the world of
work marked “Made in Italy”.
The numerous company testimonials will focus on topics
such as Food and Design-Tech, and on Fashion and
Luxury: in order to combine theoretical tools with those
of operational realities, the course will offer testimonials
from brands such as Ferrero, Lamborghini, Fendi, Moncler,
AEFFE group, etc.
Students will have the opportunity to deeply analyze
these luxury industries and their business models and
will listen to various people in this sector. The course is
designed to provide insights into subsequent management
or entrepreneurial training in the Made in Italy industry.
Students will learn how to execute the latest marketing
and innovation strategies and how to run a successful
luxury business in the digital age.

Outcomes
At the end of the course students will be able to:
I Understand the fundamental business models
of “Made in Italy” and why their structure might
differ across sectors
I Learn how successful Italian companies adapt,
implement, and execute the latest marketing
and innovation strategies
I Know how to build and manage successful
businesses in the digital age
I Apply the knowledge and information gained
to business cases and to solve business problems
I Implement business strategies to enhance a luxury
brand or create your own

Duration and Dates
Two weeks
11 – 15 July 2022
18 – 22 July 2022

Credits
4 CFUs per week

Pricing
First week
€1190, without accommodation
€1590, with accommodation
Second week
€2090
Students can choose to attend both weeks or just the first
week. It is not possible to attend just the second week.

Advanced Political
and Social Sciences

The Politics
of Global
Challenges

Outcomes
At the end of the course students will be able to:
I Orient themselves in the field of Euro-Mediterranean
studies from different disciplinary perspectives
and thus apply a critical and analytical approach to
the study of the MENA area and its relations with
Europe
I Understand the diplomatic actions of the central
authority of the Catholic Church

Course Overview
The program will equip students with theoretical and
methodological tools to address the political, cultural, and
societal challenges currently faced by Europe and the
international community. The two weeks course combine
lectures, seminars, case study analysis, roundtables, and
interactive games. It provides students with an overview of
both external and internal challenges faced by European
democracies and their main actors (political leaders,
institutions, and citizens). Students will build real world
skills and gain exposure to critical issues, questions, and
state-of-the-art thinking on relevant topics.

I Understand Euro-Asian relations, with particular
emphasis to those between China and Europe (and
EU)
I Understand the evolution of the party system,
political-electoral competition, and electoral
behavior in Europe over the past decades, with a
specific focus on the disruptive changes that have
occurred in recent years

Duration and Dates
Two weeks
20-24 June 2022
27 June – 1 July 2022

Credits
4 CFUs per week

Pricing (per week)
€1190, without accommodation
€1590, with accommodation

Economics
and Finance

Frontiers in Finance:
Cryptocurrencies,
Machine Learning
and ESG investing

Outcomes
At the end of this course, students will be able to:
I Understand the dynamics of Machine Learning in
finance.
I Be able to use Python for operations related to the
world of finance and investing.
I Understand and be able to recognize innovations
in the world of financial services along with
applications of sustainability in finance.

Course Overview
This course aims to explain what the new frontiers and
challenges for financial markets are accordingly with
the rapid technological and environmental innovations
that we are experiencing today. The first part of the course
will focus on the dynamics of Machine Learning and
the application of programming tools such as Python
in the field of finance. The second part introduces the
principles related to digital innovations, and, in particular,
blockchain and crypto currencies, with a special focus on
their impact on the world of finance. Finally, the third part
will discuss the impact of sustainability in the financial
world and the related consequences and evolution that
have been implemented.

Duration and Dates
One week
27 June – 1 July 2022

Credits
4 CFUs

Pricing
€1190, without accommodation
€1590, with accommodation

Law

Digital Platforms:
Governance,
Regulation
and Society

Outcomes
At the end of the course students will be able to:
I Understand the different concepts related to digital
platforms, the main actors, and how they act (e.g.,
platforms, multi-sided market, algorithms, social media,
social media influencers);
I Provide examples of the most relevant digital platforms
and how they have contributed to reshaping society;
I Explain the role of social media in politics;

Course Overview
Digital platforms are ubiquitous today. Their influence
reaches every aspect of our lives, from shopping (e.g.,
Amazon) to online dating (e.g., Zoom), from home delivery
of food (e.g., Deliveroo), to finding love online (e.g.,
Tinder). Social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)
have reshaped the way individuals today live, learn,
consume, vote, and behave. Moreover, digital platforms
over the past decade have transformed our economy,
society, and politics, often through non-transparent
ways. This program aims to provide an introduction to
understanding the legal, social, and governance issues
posed by digital platforms. The first module of the course
will relate to understanding what platforms are, what
the relevant business models are, and why Big Tech
platforms are particularly important. The program offers
an interdisciplinary introduction to the fundamental
concepts of digital platforms from an economic, legal,
governance, and policy perspective. In addition, the course
aspires to present students with the complexity of the
issues relevant to the phenomenon through four casestudies: 1) the influence of platforms in the production
and circulation of information and its impact on elections
and crisis situations (e.g., Covid-19); 2) the economics of
platforms (sharing-economy platforms such as Airbnb
and gig-economy platforms such as Deliveroo), the public
value implications of regulation (e.g., the spill over into
the housing market and the impact on the real estate
market), and the political implications of regulation (e.g.,
the impact on the real estate market and the impact on the
economy). the impact on the housing market and livability
of residential neighborhoods); 3) influencers, advertising
regulation, and protection of vulnerable consumers; 4)
online dating platforms, protection of vulnerable users
(e.g., seniors), and data protection policies.

I Define and distinguish misinformation, “fake news,”
misinformation;
I Identify challenges arising from the regulation of
platforms and more generally of “Big Tech” (e.g.
accountability, economic power, discrimination);
I Identify some of the recent international and European
policies regarding regulation of digital platforms;
I Reflect on the broader political and social implications
of the “flatness” of society;
I Discuss different solutions for developing strategies to
curb the power of large platforms in the economic and
political domains of our societies.

Duration and Dates
One week
11-15 July 2022

Credits
4 CFUs

Pricing
€1190, without accommodation
€1590, with accommodation

Students will also be provided with the tools to understand
and critically reflect on the broader social and regulatory
implications of digital platforms, as well as the European
and international regulatory framework on the point.

Sport
Management

Sport
Management
and Law

Outcomes
At the end of the course, students will be able to:
I Understand the logic of building and analyzing
business plans for the start-up and development
of activities in the sports sector;
I Define the most appropriate strategies in terms
of segmentation, targeting and positioning in the
sports sector

Course Overview
The course introduces students to the interdisciplinary
area of Sports Management and analyzes the sports
phenomenon from a managerial, financial, legal and
marketing perspective, providing a quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the phenomenon generated by
the sector. Students will have the opportunity to fully
understand what it means to be a sports manager through
the participation and experience of sector’s operators (such
as managers of federations and sports clubs, sports agents,
etc.) and interactive lessons.

I Understand the system dimension, from a legal
point of view, with reference to the international
and national sports system and the management
of federations and sports clubs
I Analyze the most current regulations that
determine the functioning of the sports sector
both in the national and European fields.

Duration and Dates
One week
4 – 8 July 2022

Credits
4 CFUs

Pricing
€1190, without accommodation
€1590, with accommodation
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